
 
 
Powerless by Matthew Cody.  Age Level: 10 and up 
Superheroes soar in this promising debut—and they’re kids! 
 
Twelve-year-old Daniel, the new kid in town, soon learns the truth about his 
nice—but odd—new friends: one can fly, another can turn invisible, yet 
another controls electricity. Incredible. The superkids use their powers to 
secretly do good in the town, but they’re haunted by the fact that the 

moment they turn thirteen, their abilities will disappear—along with any memory that 
they ever had them. Is a memory-stealing supervillain sapping their powers? 
 
The answers lie in a long-ago meteor strike, a World War II–era comic book (Fantastic 
Futures, starring the first superhero, Johnny Noble), the green-flamed Witch Fire, a 
hidden Shroud cave, and—possibly, unbelievably—“powerless” regular-kid.   
 
 
 
Lawn Boy by Gary Paulson  Grade 3-5.  Learning the workings of the free-market 
economy has never been more fun than in this tall tale of entrepreneurship set in Eden 
Prairie, MN. When the narrator's grandmother gives him an old rider mower for his 12th 
birthday, his life changes; he senses "some kind of force behind it." Almost as soon as 
he figures out how to run it, the boy is in business—by the second day he has eight 
jobs. When he mows the lawn of Arnold Howell, an aging hippie e-trader, the cash-poor 
man offers a stock-market account in lieu of payment. Arnold not only invests the 
money; he also offers business advice. Soon lawn boy has a partner, 15 employees, a 
lot of money rinvested in the market, and a prizefighter. Chapter headings suggest 
business principles behind what is happening. Throughout the tale, the narrator is 
innocent of his success as he rises early each morning to begin each job, eats lunch on 
the mower, and longs for a less-hectic summer vacation. This rags-to-riches success 
story has colorful characters, a villain, and enough tongue-in-cheek humor to make it an 
enjoyable selection for the whole family.96 pages 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
More below! 
 
 
 



 
Cockroach Cooties, Lawrence Yep, 144 pages 

Grade 2-4-Set in the Chinatown section of San Francisco, this modern-day 
tale is about two brothers, eight and nine. Teddy, the older child, narrates. 
Bobby feels responsible for getting Teddy involved with a treacherous bully 
at school, so he devises a plan to scare the fiend with a cockroach that he 
obtains from "The Bug Lady," a neighbor studying entomology. The plan is 
effective until the roach meets with an unfortunate end, but Bobby has a 
new secret plan that brings Arnie to his knees. Eventually, they realize that 
his tough attitude is a result of uncaring parents and a difficult home life

Eat my Dust!  Henry Ford's First Race by Monica Kullen Gr. K - 2. Readers get a taste of 
history plus plenty of action in this lively entry in the Step into Reading series, which will 
have great appeal for boys. Color artwork, full of exaggeration, movement, and comical 
detail, catches the fun and excitement of Ford's history-making auto-race defeat of 
Alexander Winton, which brought in enough cash to allow Ford to start his famous 
company. The story has no chapter breaks to give newer readers a breather, but the 
type is large and well spaced, and the action is so involving, especially after the race 
starts, that kids won't want to stop reading until Ford crosses the finish line. A brief 
author's note fills in a bit more of the history 48 pages

Three Stories to read to your Dog by Sara Swan Miller, 48 pages 
 
"When you feel bored, you read a book. But dogs can't read," Miller points out. Lest people 
have all the fun, she's designed this chapter book with canine sensibilities in mind. Each tale is 
addressed to "you good dog," enabling readers to speak directly to a pet. "The Burglar" testifies 
to the fierceness and bravery "you" exhibit after hearing a knock on the door; "The Bone" 
chronicles the history of a gift from "your friend," including a dream sequence about a splendid 
"bone tree"); and "The Wild Dog" is an adventure in which "you" frighten a car, chase a squirrel 
and triumphantly return home for a can of food and a nap. 


